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NEW QUESTION: 1
A global trading firm is kick-starting its SOA initiative with
a pilot project implementing an enterprise trading platform.
The platform requires integrating multiple frontend .NET
applications at its New York business unit (with its own data
center) with multiple Java-based backend applications
developed/managed by its Hong Kong business unit (with its own
data center). The SOA Competency Center team is working with
the Enterprise Architecture team to decide how to deploy the
TIBCO ActiveMatrix Service Grid to best enable the
implementation, What would be a recommended approach to setting
up ActiveMatrix Service Grid for the firm?
A. since most clients are based in the U.S., use the TIBCO
ActiveMatrix cluster at the U.S. site to set up a single
worldwide ActiveMatrix Service Grid, with environments spanning
the U.S. and Hong Kong sites
B. The information provided is insufficient to determine a
solution.
C. set up one ActiveMatrix cluster at each site, and use
standard SOAP/HTTP or SOAP/JMS to integrate the two sites
D. since most backend systems are in Hong Kong, use the TIBCO
ActiveMatrix cluster at the Hong Kong site to O set up a single
worldwide ActiveMatrix Service Grid, with environments spanning
the U.S. and Hong Kong sites
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have created a subnet named subnetace1 with 16,382
addresses using 192.168.0.0. Later you realize that you won't
require too many addresses, and so you want to reduce addresses
to
254. Which of the following command would you use?
A. gcloud compute networks subnets expand-ip-range subnetace1
--prefix-length=-12
B. gcloud compute networks subnets expand-ip-range subnetace1
--size=248
C. gcloud compute networks subnets expand-ip-range subnetace1
--prefix-length=28
D. There is no command in google cloud to reduce the number of
available addresses in a subnet.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. 45 days
B. 35 days
C. 25 days
D. 15 days
Answer: B
Explanation:
Amazon RDS provides two different methods for backing up and
restoring the Amazon DB instances:
automated backups and DB snapshots. Automated backups
automatically back up the DB instance during a specific,
user-definable backup window, and keep the backups for a
limited, user-specified period of time. The maximum period can
be 35 days.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/Overview.
BackingUpAndRestoringAmazonR DSInstances.html
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